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The Bonastre Pads ecological polishing discs are ideal for mechanical surfaces without experience, so that 
anyone can achieve incredible results without risk of damaging or staining surfaces. The Bonastre Pads dis-
ks surprise for its economy, speed, results and ease of use. They have the advantage that the weather does 
not affect them, and it’s cold, hot or raining. The results are always amazing. They have multiple applications 
and can be used with different types of equipment: low speed polishing, manual polisher and scrubber, all 
of them achieving incredible brightness using only water.

Characteristics
Available in any way.
Simple process, fewer steps and better results.
To clean and polish.
Spectacular lasting brightness.
Even non-slip glitter in wet.
It even eliminates stains of acids.
It does not hit the ground.
Only with water
Ease of use.
Eco friendly, without chemicals.
Ideal for daily maintenance with scrubber.
Low cost

Bonastre Pads

Packaging and Marking
The discs come packaged individually and marked 
with their size, color, supplier and product name on 
the back.

DIAMANT DISCS FOR OPENING AND LAND MAINTENANCE

Duration in marble floors and terrazzo
Rotary, glossy. 300 to 600 m2
under normal conditions of use.

Scrubber (daily maintenance). Large areas 100,000-
150,000 m2 depending on maintenance.
From 1000 to 50,000 m2 In small or medium-sized 
areas between one and two months.

Duration in concrete floors or very poor condition
Depending on the state of the ground the duration 
could be half that in the floors of marble and terrazzo
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Bonastre Pads
How to use it
The color part of the disk must be in contact with the ground.
If the soil is very rough, we recommend using PRO 1 and PRO 2 before using it to obtain a perfect result.

Use with rotary
Add water, pass the first red disc between 5 and 10 crossed passes, aspire and repeat the process with the 
second yellow disc, performing between 5 and 10 crossed passes, aspire and repeat with the green disc. 
The green disc is recommended to repeat the process between 2 and 3 times with clean water.

It is important to always work with clean water to get a better gloss, if you see that it is very dirty 
water, aspire and re-add clean water to continue with the process.

Use with a scrubber
In shiny applications make 10 to 15 passes with each disc.
For the maintenance of soils with intense traffic, such as supermarkets or shopping centers,
we recommend keeping only the yellow disc, or alternating the yellow and green discs.
In less crowded places keep green. However, we recommend yellow for a more optimal result.

Floor Deep cleaning Polishing Daily cleaning

Terrazzo

Marble

Granite with shine X X X

Granite mat

Mat Ceramic tiles X X X

Polishing ceramic tiles X X X

Vinyl/Plàstic/Linoleum/
PVC

Epoxy/Acrylic X

Concrete

Soils where I can use Bonastre Pads


